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Windows 7 File Types and File Extensions Zip. Application Administrator Tool v2.1 - Pressware.File.Compress.DLL - McAfee. Q: Map with one value to multiple keys I want to map a single value to several keys. I can do this by having several mappings with the same key. For instance: var map1 = new Dictionary(); map1.Add(1, "some string"); map1.Add(2, "some other string"); I
would like to do the following instead: var map1 = new Dictionary>(); map1.Add(1, new List{"some string", "some other string"}); However, I would like to maintain the add performance of the dictionary. Is there a way to achieve this? A: You can use the ToDictionary method to convert the dictionary to a new dictionary: var map1 = new Dictionary>(); map1.Add(1, new

List{"some string", "some other string"}); var result = map1.ToDictionary(x => x.Key, x => x.Value); Q: Are there any decent PHP MVC frameworks out there? What PHP frameworks are there out there that are easy to use and maintain and have decent documentation? A: Zend is generally regarded as the best PHP MVC framework and a good example of how to do it right.
However, you should probably be looking at whether you need a MVC framework, and if so, which one to use. Just because it's a MVC framework doesn't mean that it's the best way to do things, and many developers will argue that there is no "one right way". I've found that I don't need to use a framework for many of my personal projects, but then again, I've been working with

PHP since 1997, so that may have had something to do with it ;) A: Yes, Zend Framework is a good PHP MVC framework. A: I found it easier to get a good feeling of MVC (not strictly the way MVC is usually described but anyway...) if I follow the PHP Mentors recipes. Technological advancements have increased the accessibility of
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